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Abstract--We present high-level computing algorithms for efficiently processing the diverging and 
converging branch systems in nonserial dynamic programming. A special technique is devised for 
processing the network functions uch that the minimum amount of storage is employed. It is shown 
that if k is the discretization level of the state and decision variables then the space complexities are 
O(k) and O(k 2) for the diverging and converging branch systems, respectively. The resultant ime 
complexities are also developed. These savings in computational complexities nhance the attractiveness 
of dynamic programming asa tool for processing more complex nonserial systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The literature of nonserial dynamic programming networks[12] usually begins by considering 
the following four basic well-structured systems: diverging, converging, feedforward and 
feedback loop systems. A characteristic of each of these nonserial systems is the fact that at 
least one subsystem either eceives inputs from more than one subsystem or sends outputs to 
more than one subsystem. Alternatively, for at least one of the stages of these systems, the 
output is not the input to the next; thus there exists at least one n such that the output x, ~ x,_ 1, 
the input of the next stage. This distinguishes them from the usual serial systems. 
Examples of the above classical nonserial systems and various combinations of them abound 
in real 1ife[2,13,17]. For example, they are encountered in the study of chemical processing 
systems, natural gas transmission pipelines, water resources ystems, energy, communication 
and computer networks. There are important reasons to treat hese problems from the standpoint 
of nonserial dynamic programming. In general, however, the resultant problems are more 
difficult computationally than classical serial dynamic programming. It is clear that computa- 
tional advances in serial dynamic programming play an important role in the study of nonserial 
dynamic programming processes. As an extension of this argument, analysis of complex non- 
serial dynamic programming processes consisting of various combinations of each of the basic 
structures is also aided by computational dvances in the four classical structured nonserial 
dynamic programming systems outlined earlier. 
Hitherto, limited attention has been paid to efficient algorithms for treating nonserial 
dynamic programming networks. In particular there is a complete absence of any discussions 
relative to their computational complexities. The focus of this paper is therefore the development 
of efficient computing algorithms which will minimize the usual storage requirements of dynamic 
programming encountered while processing the first two classical nonserial systems, namely 
the diverging and converging branch systems. Extensions of the algorithms to loop systems are 
discussed in a forthcoming paper. 
2.1. THE BASIC DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR THE 
DIVERGING BRANCH SYSTEM 
A diverging branch system (see Fig. 1) is the easiest of the elementary nonserial structures 
to analyze. For simplicity, we first consider a two branch system. The stage transformations 
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Fig. 1. A single diverging branch system. 
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t(. , .) and return functions r(. , .) both for a main serial process i (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) and 
for a branch j ( j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  m) are defined as follows: 
xi-t  = ti(x~, di), 
xj- l . I  = t j l (xjt ,  dj l) ,  
x,,= = t,l(xs, ds), 
ri = ri(xi, di), 
rj.l = r j j (x l t ,  djt), 
i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  n, 
j = 1 ,2  . . . . .  m, 
i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  n, 
j = 1 ,2  . . . . .  m. 
Without loss of generality, consider the basic system consisting of one main serial system 
(i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) and one branch (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m). Let us assume that the input and 
decision variables at each stage have the fol lowing integer values: 
1 <~x/~<~kjl ,  j = 1 ,2  . . . . .  m, 
1 <~xi<~ki ,  i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
l~d j l~p l l ,  j=  1 ,2  . . . . .  m, 
1 <d~-<pi ,  i = 1 ,9  n. 
The algorithm is developed by first decomposing the network into four phases and then employing 
the usual recursive procedures in optimizing the total return. The recursion equations for the 
various phases then become 
2. I. 1 For the diverging branch (from stage 11 to stage m 1). 
f l l (Xl l )  = maxr l l (x l l ,  d l l ) ,  i ~<dll  ~<ptl ,  
f j l (x j l )  = max[rj l(xj l ,  djl) + f j - l . l ( t j l (x j , ,  dj))], I ~< djt ~< Pjl, 
where j  = 2 ,3  . . . .  
Using the above equations, the optimal branch return and optimal decisions are computed 
for each possible value of x,~. 
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2.1.2 For the main serial process (from stage 1 to stage s-1. i.e. prior to junction node). 
ft(xl)  = maxr l (x l ,d l ) ,  1 ~<dl ~<pl, 
f,(x,) = max[r,(x~, d,) + f,_l(t,(x,, d,))], 1 ~< d~ ~< p~, 
wherei  = 2 . . . . .  s - 1 
The optimal return f~(x~) and optimal decision d~ at each stage are saved for each possible 
input value x~. 
2.1.3 For the stage s (junction). 
f,+,,~(x,) = max[G(x,  d,) + f,_l(t~(x~, d~)) + f~t(tsl(G, d~))], 1 <~ ds ~< p~. 
At this stage, the optimal return f,+,~(xs) is the combination of the optimal return at stage 
s, r,(xs, d~) the optimal return from the main serial process preceding stage s, f~_~(q(x,, d,t)) 
and the optimal return from the branch, f,,l(t~t(xs, ds) ). For each possible value x,, both 
f~.,,t(xs) and d, are reserved at this stage. 
2.1.4 For the remaining stages (from stage s + 1 to stage n, the terminal node). The 
optimal return at each remaining stage from s + 1 to n can be obtained as in the usual serial 
systems, i.e. 
f .+~l(x.) = max[r.(x.,  d.) + f . - l+., l (t . (x. ,  d.))], 1 ~< d. ~< p.,  
wherei  = s + 1 . . . . .  n. 
2.1.5 Determination of the optimal decision and return at each stage. At the final stage 
n, the optimal input x* to the system can be obtained by letting 
f .+l(x*) = max[f,+,, l(x,)],  1 ~< x~ ~< k~. 
With the optimal input x* and optimal d* obtained from a decision table, we can produce 
optimal stage return r* and optimal stage output x*_~ as follows: 
r* = r,(x*, d*), 
x*_ I = t,,(x*, d*). 
This process continues from stage n down to stage s + 1. At the junction stage (stage s), the 
optimal stage input x* and stage decision d*, the optimal branch input x*~ are obtained via the 
transition equation 
x*l = t,l(x*, d~*). 
For the remaining processes, the stage transformation, return function and decision tables can 
be used at each stage. 
2.2. A'HIGH-LEVEL COMPUTING ALGORITHM FOR DIVERGING 
BRANCH SYSTEMS (DBCA) 
The conventional computer algorithm for performing the operations listed in the foregoing 
generally employs a brute-force method to store optimal decisions at each stage and then later 
retracing them after the optimal return f , (x*)  has been found. Such an approach dictates an 
enormous amount of storage requirement. The problem obviously gets worse when large net- 
works are involved. To mitigate this problem, we have developed a technique which marks the 
optimal decision value, say, d* by adding k~ = 1 + k to the state entry ti(x*, d*) as the 
processing of each stage takes place. In other words, kd is a number larger than all discretization 
levels and k = max(k~ . . . . .  k,.~; kt . . . . .  k~). This eliminates the need for storing the 
optimal decision. Later, when the optimal decision d* is to be retraced, it may be retrieved 
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by searching only the x*-row of t~ for t,(x*, d* ) >/ kj over values of d~. This is done for each 
i. Any future reference to the table t~ is then made as (each entry) modkj. 
This idea proposed for the elimination of the need for storing optimal decisions can result 
in a substantial saving of storage space. For example, consider a situation where there are S 
stages, D decision variables and P state variables. If K is the discretization level of the state 
variable, then using the conventional computational procedure, the storage requirement for the 
optimal decision is approximately SDK e. In a very simple case where S = 10, D = 1, K = I000 
and P = 2, this saving amounts to 10;. 
in a diverging branch system, tables F(0; l, 1: K) are needed for processing the optimal 
return at each stage. At each stage i, the optimal return is processed by using the previous tage 
optimal return from F ist ,  .), and stored in F(dt ,  .), where st = (i - 1) mod2, and dt = i 
mod2. The optimal return f~  is stored in table FM(I:  K). Note that st and dt are used to 
indicate indices of source and destination tables, respectively. 
To present he algorithm, we first explain the notations. The algorithms are described in 
a Pascal-type construct. Comments are enclosed within (* . . . *). Enclosure of a simple or a 
complex statement within a loop is effected by indenting the statement. In the following, the 
computer algorithm for the diverging branch system is described. It consists of modules A 
through G each corresponding to the seven different phases of optimization. Note also that for 
max~b(a), a* is used to denote the value of a such that ~b(a*) = maxd~(a). 
a a 
A. (* Branch processing including stages 11 through m l *) 
1. (* Initialize *) 
For i  = 1 tokdo:F (0 ,  i) = 0. 
2. (* Process stages 1 1 through m 1 *) 
For i = 1 to m do (* Find source table *) 
st = (i - 1) mod2; 
dt = i mod2; 
For xit = 1 to kn do 
(* Find destination table *) 
F(dt ,  x , , )  = r i l (x i l ,  d*)  + F is t ,  t,t(x~l, d,*)); 
= max[r,l(xil, d,i) + F i s t ,  tn (Xn,  dil))], 1 ~< d,i ~< P,I, 
tn(Xn,  d*) = ti l(xi l ,  d*) + kj; (* Mark optimal decision d* in t**) 
3. (* Move the optimal return f~(xm~)  to the table FM( . )  and free F(0, .) and F(1, .) for 
further processing *) 
For x,, ~ = 1 to k m I do 
FM(x , ,  l) = F(dt ,  xm t ). 
B. (* Stages 1 through s - 1 in the main branch *) 
1. (* Initialize *) 
For i  = 1 tokdo  
F(0, i) = 0; 
2. For i  = 1 tos  - 1 do 
st = (i - 1)mod2; 
dt = i mod2; 
Forx, = 1 tok~do 
F(dt ,  x,)  = r(x, ,  d* )  + F is t ,  t,(xi, d*))  
= max{ri(x,, d,) + F i s t ,  t,(xi, d~))}, 
t,(x,, d*) = t,(x,, d*) + k~. 
1 <~d,<~p, .  
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C. (* Junction s *) 
st = (s - 1)mod2; 
dt = s mod2; 
Forx, = 1 tok,  do 
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F(dt, x~) = r,(x,, d*) + F(st, t,(x,, d*)) + FM(t,t(x, ,  d*))  
= max{r,(x,, d,) + F(st, t,(x,, d,)) + FM(t , t (x, ,  d,))}, 
t,(x,, d*) = t,(x,, d*) + ka. 
1 ~< d, ~< p,, 
D. (* Stagess + ! throughn*)  
For i = s + 1 to n do 
st = (i - 1) mod2; 
dt = i mod2; 
Forxi = 1 tok ido  
F(dt, x,) = ri(xi, d*)  + F(st, t~(xi, d*))  
= max[ri(xi, di) + F(st, t,(xi, di))}, 
ti(xi, di*) = ti(xi, d*)  + ka. 
E. (* Optimal return f , (x*)  *) 
1 <~ d i ~ Pi, 
F,(x*) = F(dt, x*) = maxF(dt, x,), 1 ~< x, ~< k,. 
E (* Optimal decisions, stages n through 1 *) 
For i  = ndownto  1 do 
select x*-row of ti and search for t~(x*, d*) >~ ka for 1 ~< d, ~< p~. 
I f i  = s thenXS = x* and DS = d*. 
G. (* Optimal decisions, stages ml through 11 *) 
x*l = t,I(XS, DS) 
For i  = mdownto  1 do 
select x*-row of til and search for ti l(x*, d*) >1 kd for 
1 <~ dil <~ Pi~; x*-i.t = ti l(x*, d*) mod kd. 
This concludes the algorithm. Discussions of aspects of its complexity and computational 
efficiency are given in Sec. 4. 
3.1. THE BASIC DP ALGORITHM FOR THE CONVERGING BRANCH SYSTEM 
Let us direct our attention to the converse of the diverging branch system, namely a 
converging branch nonserial network. In its simplest form, a number of parallel serial systems 
join together at a junction node and then feed their outputs to a serial system. A simple example 
consisting of two input parallel branches and one serial output is exhibited in Fig. 2 and is used 
as the leitmotif for our algorithm. In general, the converging branch system is treated as an 
initial final value problem (often termed a two-point boundary value problem) resulting in a 
two dimensional optimization problem. 
We begin by noting that this system is more difficult computationally than the diverging 
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Fig. 2. A single converging branch system. 
system t, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and a branch j ,  j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m with convergence occurring at 
node (stage) s. The transformation at this stage may be written as 
x , - i  = t~(Xol, xs, d,). 
The transition function for the other stages may be represented as in the usual serial processes 
as follows: 
For the branches 
x j - l . i  = t j l (xj l ,  dj i) ,  j = 1 ,2  . . . . .  m. 
For the main 
x j - l  = t~(xj, dj), j=  1,2  . . . . .  n; j ~ s. 
We define the returns for each stage similarly. Thus 
rs = r,(xo~, x~, ds), 
ri = r i (x i ,  di), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n; 
r~l = rjl(Xil, djl), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. 
i ¢s ,  
To develop the algorithm, we proceed as follows: We first decompose the system into 
three components corresponding to stages 11, 21 to m l, and 1 to n. For stages 1 to n, we 
separately consider stages 1 to s - 1, s and finally s + 1 to n. To find the optimal branch 
return fm~(Xo~) we use the backward recursion. Next, we maximize f,,~(Xo~) over x,,~. The 
recursion equations for the different phases may then be defined as follows: 
3.1.1 For  stage I 1. We solve the problem 
f l l (X i l ,  X01 ) = maxr~(x~,  d~),  I ~ dll ~ Pt~, 
s.t. .rot = t l l (Xlt ,  d l l ) .  
In other words, for each input value x~ we will find the optimal decision d~t which satisfies 
-roe = t~(xt~, d~)  and also maximizes the stage return. For each value of (x~, x0~), the optimal 
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decision d~*~ and optimal return r~ are saved. We note that a two state variable dynamic program 
results here as well as in the next phase of the model. 
3.1.2 For stages 21 to ml. The optimal return is given by 
f/t(xj,, Xo,) = max[rj,(xj~, dj~) + f/_,.,(t:~(xjt, dj,))], I ~< dj, ~ p/~, j = 2 . . . . .  m. 
At each stage from 21 to m 1, the optimal decision d~ and optimal return f~ are computed for 
each pair of (xjl, x00. At stage m 1, fmt(x,,t, Xol) is found and the value ofx*l which maximizes 
the branch return for each value of x0~ is obtained such that 
f , l(Xol) = maxf,,l(Xot, xtl). 
X~l 
3.1.3 For the main serial process. 
3.1.3i The optimal return from stages 1 to s - 1 can be found by using the usual recursive 
procedure, i.e. 
f l (x l )  = maxrl(xl, dr), 1 ~< dl ~<pl, 
f,(xg) = max[ri(xi, di) + f,- i(t,(xi,  d~))], l ~< d~ <~ Pl 
wherei  = 2 ,3  . . . . .  s - 1. 
3.1.3ii At stage s (the junction node). 
The optimal branch return f~(X~l,  x0t) is combined with the return at stage s and the 
optimal return from stages 1 through s - 1 using the recursion equation 
f~(x,, x,,i) = max[rs(x01, x,, d,) + fs-t(ts(Xot, x~, d~)) + f ~l(xml, x01)], 
where the maximization is over 1 <~ Xo~ ~< k0~ and 1 ~< ds ~< Ps. In other words, at junction s, 
we compute the optimal return f ,(x,)  and determine optimal branch output x0~, and optimal 
decision d,, for each input value of xs. We can also obtain the optimal branch input x,,~ which 
maximizes the branch return using the value of x0~. The use of the decomposition principle at 
the junction stage s ensures that the optimization of the main serial chain is reduced to a sequence 
of one-dimensional problems. 
3 .1 .3 i i iForstages + 1 ton.  
The recursion equation is given by 
f i (x i )  = max[ri(xi, di) + fi-l(ti(xi, di))], 1 ~< di <<- p, 
where i = s + 1 . . . . .  n. At the final stage n the optimal system return for each input value 
of xi can be obtained. 
3.1.4 Determination of the optimal decision and return at each stage. At the final stage, 
the optimal input x* can be obtained which maximizes f , (x , )  with the optimal decision d* 
obtained from the decision table. We will proceed from stage n - 1 to stage s + 1. At stage 
s, the optimal input x* and optimal branch input x*~ are found as follows: 
x* = ts-~(xs.l, ds. l) .  
Now that x* has been found, the optimal branch input x*~ can be obtained. This is because we 
decided optimal x0~ for each value of x~ when evaluating the optimal objective function value 
at stage s. For the remaining stages the optimal stage input and decision can be obtained using 
the stage transformation function: 
x, = t , . l (x , . , ,d , . l ) ,  n = s - 1, s - 2 . . . . .  1 
and the decision table, respectively. 
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3.1.5 Input data required for  the algorithm. The algorithm, akin to that developed for the 
diverging branch system, is designed to receive the following input specifications in Pascal: 
n = the number of stages in the main serial process, 
m = the number of stages in the converging branch, 
s = junction stage, 
k~ = upperbound of the input value x~, 
k~ = upperbound of the input value x~, 
pa~ = upperbound of the decision value d~, 
p, = upperbound of the decision value d~. 
3.1.6 Output list o f  the algorithm. At the completion of the operations, unless othe~'ise 
specified, the algorithm outputs are akin to those of the diverging branch algorithm. 
3.2. A HIGH-LEVEL COMPUTING ALGORITHM FOR THE CONVERGING 
BRANCH SYSTEM (CBCA) 
We follow the notations of Sec. 2.2 and note that in processing the converging branch 
system, tables F 1 (0: 1, 1 :k, 1 : k) and F(0: 1, I : k) are needed to store the converging branch 
and the main branch optimal returns respectively. A table FM(1 :k) is also needed to store the 
optimal return at stage m I for use later. We now describe the CBCA in detail. 
A. (* Stages 11 through m 1 *) 
1. (* Initialize the table F I (1  . . . .  ) by processing stage 11 *) 
Forxt~ = 1 tOkl~dO 
Forx0t = 1 tok0~do 
F I ( I ,  Xll, X0~) = r l l(Xl l ,  d ' l )  
= max[rl l(Xll ,dl i);t l l(Xl~,dll)],  1 ~<dll ~<pl~. 
2. (* Process stages 21 through ml ,  using tables F I (0  . . . .  ) and FI(1 . . . .  ) *) 
For i  = 2tomdo 
st = ( i - l) mod2, 
dt = i mod2, 
For xi~ = 1 to ki~ do 
Forx0~ = 1 tok0~do 
F l (d t ,  xix, x01) = max[ril(xil, d i t )+  
F l (s t ,  t, i(xi l ,  dil), x00], 1 <~ d,i <~ Pil. 
B. (* Maximize fret(x,,,, x0~) over values of x,,~, and store the optimal values in table 
FM(. )  *) 
st = m mod2. 
Forx0j = I tok0, do 
FM(xo,)  = F l ( s t ,  xm,, Xo,) = maxF l (s t ,  x ,~,  x0,), 1 ~< x,,t <~ k,,l. 
C. (* Stages 1 through s - 1 *) 
1. (* Initialize by putting O's in the source table *) 
For i  = 1 tokdo  
F(0, i) = 0. 
2. For i  = 1 tos  - 1 do 
st = (i - l )mod2;  dt = i mod2. 
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For x; = 1 to k; do 
F(dt, x;) = r~(x,, d*) + F(st, t,(xi, d*)) 
= max[ri(xi, di) + F(st, ti(xi, di))], 1 ~< d~ <~ Pi 
ti(Xi, d*) = ti(x i, d*) + ka. 
D. (* At junction s there are two source tables, FM(.) and F(st, .) *) 
st = (s - 1) mod2; dt = s mod2. 
Forx~ = 1 tok,  do 
F(dt, xs) = G(xs, x't,  d*) + F(st. ts(xs, x' l ,  d*)) + FM(xol) 
= max[r,(x,  x~'t, d,) + F(st, t , (x ,  x'l, d*)) + FM(xol)], 
1 <~d~<-p.  1 ~Xot <~kol, 
t,(xs, x*t. d*) = t , (x ,  X~l, d*) + ka. 
E. ( *Stagess  + 1 throughn*)  
For i  = s + 1 tondo  
st = (i - l) mod2;dt  = i mod2. 
Forx~ = l tok ;do  
F(dt, xi) = ri(x;, d3 + F(st, ti(xi, d*)) 
= max[r~(xi, d,) + F(st, t;(x~, d;))], 1 ~ d; ~< Pi, 
ti(x;, d*) = t;(xi, d*) + kd. 
F. (* Find optimal return f , (x* )  *) 
F,(x*) = F(st, x*) = maxF(st, x,), 1 <~ x, ~ k,. 
G. (* Optimal decisions, stages n through 1 *) 
1. For i  = ndowntos  + 1 do 
search x*-row of ti for ti(x*, d~) >~ kd, 1 <~ di <~ Pi, 
x*-I = ti(x* d*) modka. 
2. Search x* x~'~-row of t, for t,(x*, x*l, d*) >I kd, 
1 ~<d,~<p,,  1 ~<x0t ~<k0l, 
x*-a = t,(x*, x$l, d*) modkd. 
3. For i  = s - Idownto  1 do 
search x*-row for ti(x*, d*) >~ kd, 1 <. d~ <~ Pi, 
x*-l = ti(x*, d*) modkd. 
H. (* Optimal decisions, stages 11 through ml *) 
1. Forxn  = 1 tOkltdO 
F I ( I ,  xtt, x~'t) = rt(xll, d'l) 
= max[rl(xtl, dH): ttl(xtt, dH) = x't], 1 <~ dtt ~< Ptl, 
/tl(xtt, d'l) = t l l (X l t ,  d't) + ka. 
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2. For/ = 2tomdo 
st = (i - l )mod2;dt  = i mod2. 
Forx, r = 1 tok,~ do 
Fl (dt ,  x,i, .r~'l) = ril(.r,I, d*) + F l (s t ,  t/t(.r~l, d*). x*]) 
= max[r,t(xi I, d*) + F l (st ,  ti(.rit, d/t), x~'l)], 
[ ~ dil ~ Pil, 
til(.'¢,l, d*) = t,t(x,l, d*) + k,l. 
3. st = m mod2. 
Fl (st ,  x ' l ,  x~l) = maxF l (s t ,  x~l,  x*~), 1 ~< x,~l ~< k,,t. 
4. For i = m down to 1 do 
search x*-row of t/for tit(x~, d*) >1 di*t, 
1 ~< d*  ~< P/ i ,  
x* l . l  = ti l(x*, d*) modkj. 
This concludes the computer algorithm for the converging branch system. 
4. COMPLEXITY  ANALYSIS OF THE DBCA AND CBCA COMPUTING ALGORITHMS 
A major deficiency of the literature of dynamic programming algorithms is the inadequate 
treatment of their resultant complexity issues. In this section, we discuss the complexity of the 
two high-level computer algorithms DBCA and CBCA developed in this paper for the diverging 
and converging branch nonserial systems, respectively. Our analysis focuses on issues related 
to space (storage) and computational (time) complexities. 
For storage complexity, S, we assume that each variable (computer word) takes a unit 
storage space. We may then calculate the demand for the storage tables during computation 
ignoring all input tables and intermediate variables created uring the course of processing. 
For a performance profile of an algorithm, we consider the computational complexity T
as a function of basic operations. Apparently, comparison, mod operation, assignment and 
arithmetic operations may be considered as such basic operations. However, observation reveals 
that the total number of all above operations performed is roughly proportional to the number 
of comparisons. Hence comparison constitutes the basic operation and T of an algorithm is 
approximated by the number of comparisons. 
As an example consider a list [c,, c, . . . . .  c~] of values where c/is a composition of q 
of these basic operations. A simple routine to find the optimum value V will be 
W ~ ci ,  
J0 = 1, 
For j  = nto 1 do 
If V ~< C j, then Jo = J, V = Cj. 
The maximum number of comparisons in this routine is O(n). Similarly, searching a value 
V in the list can take a maximum of n comparisons. Of course, more efficient searching algorithms 
are available. However, for the purposes of our analysis we choose this brute-force method to 
get an estimate on the worst cases. We further focus on the comparison where each such 
operation accounts for a unit time. 
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Let k be the discretization level of the state as well as the decision variables, i.e. 
kit = p,~ = k, = p, = k. Also let m and n be the dimensions of the stages in the branch and 
main subsystems, respectively. We state and prove the following theorems which characterize 
our algorithms. 
THEOREM 1 
For the diverging branch computer algorithm, the space complexity S(DBS) = O(k) and 
the time complexity, T(DBS) = O((m + n)k2). 
Proof. For S(DBS), we reason as follows: 
The DBCA algorithm employs tables F(0; 1, 1 :k) and FM( I  :k) which consume 2k and 
k spaces, respectively. Thus S(DBS) = 2k + k = 3k = O(k). For T(DBS) we proceed by 
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Let a denote the right side. Then T(DBS) ~< et. Moreover, 
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with the A,'s, i = l, 2. 3. defined as 
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Thus et/(m + n)k 2 ~ I and T(DBS) = O(et) = O((m + n)kZ). 
COROLLARY 1 
The time complexity of DBS is linearly dependent on the total number of stages in the 
system. Further, for a fixed number of stages, T(DBS) = O(k'-). 
COROLLARY 2 
The computational complexity of DBCA is independent of the stage where the diverging 
branch starts. 
THEOREM 2 
For the converging branch computer algorithm, the space complexity S(CBS) = O(k2), 
while the time complexity T(CBS) = O((m + n)k3). 
Proof. The storage tables used are F I (0 :  1, 1 :k, 1 :k), F(0: 1, 1 :k) and FM(I :k). However, 
after the optimal returns from the branch have been transferred to FM, FI can be released and 
the smaller table F may be used. This means that at any one time the maximum storage used 
will be no more than 2k: + 3k spaces. Hence S(CBS) = O(k2). For time complexity we list 
the time taken by each step as follows: 
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Thus 
T(CBS) = ~(p ,~ + k,~p,~(kol + 1)) + ~. (p~ + k,p,) + k~,~(ko~ + l) 
& 
i=1 i= l  
+ k,p~(ko~ - 1) + k0~ + k, 
~,  (k + k"(k + I)) + (k + k-') + k(k + 1) 
i=1 i=1 
+ kZ(k - 1) + k + k 
(m + l)k 3 + (m + n)k 2 + 2k + (m + n + l)k. 
(m + n)k 3 + (m + n)k'- + 2k + (m + n + l)k. 
Let a denote the right side to that T(CBS) ~< a. Now 
(m + n)k 3 - 1 + -~ + k'- + 1 + m + n ~ 
The second term converges to 0. The third and fourth terms are no more than 2/k 2 and 
2/k 2, respectively. Hence each converges to 0. Therefore, eL/(m + n)k3---,1 and 
T(CBS) = O(a) = O((m + n)k3). 
COROLLARY 3 
T(CBS) is linearly dependent on the number of stages in the system. Furthermore, for a 
bounded number of stages T(CBS) = O(k3). 
5. DISCUSSION 
The algorithms developed in this paper have been extended to other classical nonserial 
systems uch as the feedforward and feedback loop systems. These cases are more difficult 
than the ones treated here. A natural extension of these ideas is to complex combinations of 
the four basic structures. The research is also being extended to multidiverging and multicon- 
verging branch systems including various forms of branching. Although the pattern of analysis 
in such systems is similar to the ones presented here, it will be shown that memory requirements 
are functions of the complexity of branching present in the network. 
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